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Dear Limousin Friends,
Another summer is already about in the 

books.  Unlike 2021, we had a very wet late spring 
and early summer.  Although it was tough on man 
and beast, it brought us lush pastures, full stock 
dams, plenty of hay, and a break from struggling 
to find feed.  

Enough about that……..let’s talk Limousin!!  At 
Treftz Limousin, we are still producing cattle with the true Limousin 
character that are getting hard to find.  Based on phone calls, texts, 
and emails, excitement about purebred Limousin cattle is definitely 
on the rise.  Nothing is more rewarding than listening to a fella who 
bought his first Limousin bull and is hooked upon his first calf crop. 
For those of you that are interested, we will have bred cows and 
heifers to sell again this fall.

The highly anticipated calves from TREF Hardcore and Anchor 
B Gold Rush are everything we hoped for.  They are showing big 
time growth and setting new 205 day weight records here at the 
ranch.  

Your opportunity to see them and our next group of upcoming 
bull and heifer prospects is Saturday, September 24 at our Fall 
Hayride through the cattle.  Hopefully you can take a day off your 
busy schedule for an afternoon of fun, food, and Limousin cattle.  
Please let us know if you can attend. 

Sincerely, 
Glenn Treftz 
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Call or email 
for a catalog!

605-380-0014 • treftzlimousin.com
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25 F1 Bred Baldies
for Sale

True first cross F1 baldie bred heifers selected 
from 2 prominent Hereford breeders in SD as 
opens this spring.  Synchronized and AI bred 
to TREF Hotshot 345H on May 19.  Exposed 
to TJ Helix 751H and HL EZ Money 821H for 
50 days.  They are fully vaccinated pre and 
post breeding, have the Scour Bos 9, and 
ultrasounded with birthing dates available.  
Great set of reputation heifers that can go 
anywhere!

Hotshot was our high selling black bull in 2021 
we kept a semen interest in.  He started with 
a 74 lb BW and exploded to 804 at weaning off 
a tremendous first calf heifer.  He has 9 epds 
in the top 15% of the breed. Top 1% CED, 3% 
BW, and 4% GEST.  His first calf crop backed 
it up.

TJ Helix was one of the cleanup bulls.  He was 
the high selling bull at  Symens Bros. 2021 sale.  He is homo polled and homo black. 

TREF Hotshot 345H

TJ Helix 715H

FALL TOUR 2022



Family Spotlight Upcoming Stout Prospects Girls, Girls, Girls!

New Additions
Balamore Hershey came all 
the way from Nova Scotia 
and is co-owned with Schock 
Limousin.  This young fall bull 
is chocked full of muscle and is 
homo black and homo polled.  
He too is a total outcross to 
most American bloodlines.  
We anxiously await our 2023 
calf crop from these two 
outstanding additions!

Richmond Fantom is a homo 
polled, hetero black bull that 
adds new meaning to the word 
“power”.  He is big boned, 
very sound and of course fits 
our muscle protocol.  He had 
a large weaned first calf crop 
in Canada which we were 
impressed with making our 
decision to bring him south 
very easy.

Balamore Hershey

Richmond Fantom

TREF Hardcore TREF Grandslam

TREF Hardcore

TOMV Diesel

Wuffs Handiwork

GV Grid Iron TOMV Diesel

TREF Grandslam

Anchor B Gold Rush TREF EZ Street

TREF Zeus TREF Gunpowder

It can’t always be about cows…  
June 30, 2022 Mila Wren Rios came 
into our lives. It’s been a LONG 
wait since the last pitter patter of 
babies feet in our house were her 
mom’s.   As all grandparents tell 
us, nothing is more exciting!  A 
grandbaby reminds us how much 
love our hearts can hold.


